
ANM Sewing Center
MATERIALS: 
Use pillow cases in good condition in colors and prints suitable for boys

3/4” Non-roll elastic. Cut length to: Small 20”; Medium 22”; Large 24”

SIZE:
Any size pillow case will work. Cut to the following measurements for Small, Medium, or Large:

 SIDE LENGTH:     FRONT-RISE:      BACK-RISE:  INSEAM LENGTH:
Small-     17 ½”…........................ 2” x 11” ……………..….... 3” x 11”……………..……..... 6”

Medium- 19 ½”…….................... 2” x 12” ………..…........... 3” x 12”……………….....….. 7”

Large-     21 ½” ........................... 3” x 12” ............................ 4” x 12”………………..…….. 8”

CUTTING AND SEWING INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: Lay pillow case flat on a table in front of you with hem toward you. Cut the pillow-case

to the measured side-length for: small, medium, or large; keeping the pillow-case seams and

hem intact. The pillow-case hem will be the hem on the short’s legs (SEE VIEW A)

Step 2: For the legs: Cut pillow case in-half lengthwise, then if needed cut along these 2 edges

to adjust for whatever size you are making (SEE VIEW B)

Step 3: Open each leg to lie flat on top of each other, placing right-sides together. Pillow case

seams are now lined up at the center of the legs. Measure and cut the crotch front-rise of the

two layers, slightly curving at corner, and repeat on the other side for the crotch back-rise in

making the needed size. Pin together and sew or serge ¼” seam (SEE VIEW C)

Step 4: Open piece up, placing the front and back rise-cuts in the center, with the original

pillow case seams on the sides again. Pin right sides together of the crotch inseam and sew or

serge ¼ inch along inseam. For added reinforcement, restitch the seam (SEE VIEW D)

Step 5: To make waist-band casing, iron down the top edge ¼ inch. Then iron down another 1¼ inch. Now 

pin and sew close to edge to form casing leaving a 1 inch opening to insert and slide the elastic through the 

casing using a large safety pin. Sew ends of elastic together and sew opening closed.

Please direct any questions to: bunnpys@icloud.com

CREATE PILLOW CASE SHORTS
Skill Level: Intermediate
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